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Abstract
The Visual Dialog task requires a model to exploit both im-
age and conversational context information to generate the
next response to the dialogue. However, via manual analysis,
we find that a large number of conversational questions can
be answered by only looking at the image without any access
to the context history, while others still need the conversa-
tion context to predict the correct answers. We demonstrate
that due to this reason, previous joint-modality (history and
image) models over-rely on and are more prone to memoriz-
ing the dialogue history (e.g., by extracting certain keywords
or patterns in the context information), whereas image-only
models are more generalizable (because they cannot memo-
rize or extract keywords from history) and perform substan-
tially better at the primary normalized discounted cumula-
tive gain (NDCG) task metric which allows multiple correct
answers. Hence, this observation encourages us to explic-
itly maintain two models, i.e., an image-only model and an
image-history joint model, and combine their complementary
abilities for a more balanced multimodal model. We present
multiple methods for this integration of the two models, via
ensemble and consensus dropout fusion with shared param-
eters. Empirically, our models achieve strong results on the
Visual Dialog challenge 2019 (rank 3 on NDCG and high bal-
ance across metrics), and substantially outperform the winner
of the Visual Dialog challenge 2018 on most metrics.
1 Introduction
When we pursue conversations, context is important to keep
the topic consistent or to answer questions which are asked
by others, since most new utterances are made conditioned
on related mentions or topic clues in the previous utterances
in the conversation history. However, conversation history
is not necessarily needed for all interactions, for instance,
someone can change topics during a conversation and can
ask a sudden new question which is not related to the con-
text. This is similar to the setup in the Visual Dialog task
(Das et al. 2017), in which one agent (say the ‘asker’) keeps
asking questions and the other one (say the ‘answerer’)
keeps answering the questions based on an image for multi-
ple rounds. The asker can ask a question from the conversa-
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Cap: down on a busy street, an 
        oversized bus takes up half of a 
        lane of traffic as cars zoom by 
        on the other side
...
Q8: can you see a building
A8: yes 2 buildings
Q9: are they big
A9: yes numerous levels
Q10: can you see a pole
A10: yes a street pole
Cap: a decoration that looks like a 
        traffic light next to plants
...
Q3: is there a lot of plants
A3: i only see 2
Q4: are they in pots
A4: yes
Q5: what color are they
A5: green
...
Figure 1: Examples of Visual Dialog Task. Some questions
only need an image to be answered (Q8-A8 and Q3-A3
pairs in blue from each example, respectively), but others
need conversation history (Q9-A9 and Q4-A4 pairs in or-
ange from each example, respectively).
tion context. Then the answerer should answer the question
by considering the conversation history as well as the im-
age information, e.g., if the asker asks a question, “Are they
in pots?” (Q4 in Fig. 1), the answerer should find a clue in
the past question-answer pairs “Is there a lot of plants?” -
“I only see 2.” (Q3-A3 in Fig. 1) and figure out what ‘they’
means first to answer the question correctly. On the other
hand, some questions in this task are independent of the past
conversation history, e.g., “Can you see a building?” (Q8 in
Fig. 1), where the answerer does not need to look at conver-
sation context and can answer the question only based on the
image information.
We first conduct a manual investigation on the Visual
Dialog dataset (VisDial) to figure out how many questions
can be answered only with images and how many of them
need conversation history to be answered.1 This investiga-
1We also conduct the same manual investigation to see how
many questions can be answered by only looking at conversation
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tion shows that around 80% of the questions can be an-
swered only with images. Moreover, on the model side, we
verify this observation by building a model that uses only
images to answer questions. As expected, this image-only
model works very well on the primary task metric of NDCG
(evaluated on dense annotations which consider multiple
similar answers as correct ones with similarity weights on
them) without any help from the conversation history (see
Table 2). However, we find that the image-only model does
not get higher scores on other metrics such as mean re-
ciprocal rank (MRR), recall@k, and mean rank (evaluated
on single ground-truth answers). Because the image-only
model does not use any conversation-history information,
we hypothesize that this scoring behavior might be related
to the amount of history information available, and hence we
also conduct additional experiments by building an image-
history joint model and train it with different lengths of his-
tory features. From these experiments, we see a tendency
that a model with the less amount of history features gets a
higher NDCG score (with lower values for other metrics),
whereas a model with more history information has the op-
posite behavior. Previously, Massiceti et al. (2018) argued
that the Visdial dataset has an answer bias such that a simple
model without vision or dialogue history could achieve rea-
sonable results. However, our motivation is different from
theirs. The purpose of our paper is to find characteristics of
existing multimodal models on the dataset (which are biased
towards the language information in the dialogue history),
analyze behaviors of these models on different metrics, as
well as employ this analysis to build better, less biased mod-
els that achieve more balanced scores.
Since NDCG measures more of a model’s generalization
ability (because it allows multiple similar answers), while
the other metrics measure a model’s preciseness, we inter-
pret the results of these above experiments to mean that a
model with more history information tends to predict cor-
rect answers by memorizing keywords or patterns in the
history while a model with less history information (i.e.,
the image-only model) is better at generalization by avoid-
ing relying on such exact-match extracted information. We
think that an ideal model should have more balanced be-
havior and scores over all the metrics rather than having
higher scores only for a certain metric and such a model
could be considered as the one with both preciseness and
generalization. To this end, we propose two models, an
image-only and an image-history-joint model. We analyze
that the answers these two models produce are complemen-
tarily good, and better at different metrics. Hence, we in-
tegrate these two models (image-only and image-history-
joint) in two ways: consensus-dropout-fusion and ensemble.
Our final consensus-dropout-fusion ensemble model scores
strongly on both NDCG and recall metrics for the VisDial
v1.0 test dataset, and these scores outperform the state-of-
the-art of the Visual Dialog challenge 2018 on most metrics.
history. It turns out that only 1% of the questions (2 from 200 ques-
tions) can be answered. This motivates us to focus on an image-
history joint model (instead of a history-only model) and merge
this with an image-only model.
Also, our model shows competitive balanced results in the
Visual Dialog challenge 2019 (test-std leaderboard rank 3
based on NDCG metric and high balance across metrics).
2 Related Work
Visual Question Answering (VQA) Visual question an-
swering is a task in which a machine is asked to answer a
question about an image. The recent success of deep neu-
ral networks and massive data collection (Antol et al. 2015)
has made the field more active. One of the most challeng-
ing parts of the task is to ground the meaning of text on
visual evidence. Co-attention (Lu et al. 2016) is proposed to
integrate information from different modalities (i.e., image
and language) and more advanced approaches have shown
good performance (Yu et al. 2017a; Nam, Ha, and Kim 2017;
Nguyen and Okatani 2018). A bilinear approach has also
been proposed to replace simple addition or concatenation
approaches for fusing the two modalities (Gao et al. 2016;
Fukui et al. 2016; Kim et al. 2017; Ben-Younes et al. 2017).
In our work, we employ multi-modal factorized bilinear
pooling (MFB) (Yu et al. 2017b) to fuse a question and
image-history features.
Visual Dialog The Visual Dialog task (Das et al. 2017) can
be seen as an extended version of the VQA task, with multi-
ple rounds of sequential question-answer pairs as dialog his-
tory, including an image caption, which should be referred
to before answering a given question. This conversation his-
tory can help a model better predict correct answers by giv-
ing direct or indirect clues for the answers, or proper context
for co-reference resolution. However, having conversation
history also means that a model should extract relevant in-
formation from the history and introduces another challenge
to the task. Many approaches have been proposed to handle
this challenge. Niu et al. (2018) tries to extract the clues from
history recursively while Wu et al. (2018) and Guo, Xu, and
Tao (2019) employ co-attention to fuse visual, history, and
question features. In our work, we employ Seo et al. (2017)’s
approach to fuse visual and history features before they are
attended by a question. Our joint model with fused features
has much information from history and we find that it is in
complementary relation with our image-only model. Thus,
we combine the two models to take the most appropriate in-
formation from each model to answer questions.
3 Models
In the Visual Dialog task (Das et al. 2017), two agents inter-
act via natural language with respect to an image. The asker
keeps asking about the image given an image caption with-
out seeing the image. The other agent (i.e., answerer) keeps
answering the questions by viewing the image. They con-
duct multiple rounds of conversation accumulating question-
answer pairs which are called ‘history’ (Figure 1). The
full history HISTORY consists of question-answer pairs as
well as an image caption which describes the given image,
such that at a current time point t, the previous history is
HISTORYt = {C, (Q1, A1), (Q2, A2), ..., (Qt−1, At−1)},
where C is the image caption and Qt−1 and At−1 are the
Faster
R-CNN
LSTM
Cap: the giraffe is looking directly 
        at the camera
Q 1: is the photo in color
A 1: yes
Q 2: is there any people
A 2: no, only the giraffe
Q 3: is this at a zoo
A 3: yes
Q 4: is there a fence
A 4: no
......
Similarity Matrix
Q: is it indoors?
Attention
Attention
LSTM
Element-wise product
Concatenation
Softmax
Softmax
Dot product
LSTM
A 0: can't tell
A 1: nope
...
A 65: no, it's outside
...
A 99:1 guy has a shirt ...
MLP
MLP
Figure 2: The architecture of the image-history joint model. The visual features are obtained from Faster R-CNN and the history
features are encoded via LSTM. They are fused together via the similarity matrix calculated using cross-attention. The fused
features are combined with a question feature and dot products are calculated between the combined feature and candidate
answers to rank the answers.
question and answer at round t − 1, respectively. Then,
given a new current time-stamp question Qt, the history
HISTORYt, and the image, the model has to rank 100 can-
didate answers from the answerer’s perspective.
3.1 Features
Visual Features: For visual features, we use object features
which are extracted from an image by using Faster R-CNN
(Ren et al. 2015). The visual feature, Vrcnn ∈ Rk×dv , is
a matrix whose rows correspond to objects, where k is the
number of objects (k=36 in our experiment), dv is dimension
size of visual feature (dv = 2048 for ResNet backbone).
Question Features: The word sequence of a question at
round r, Wqr = {wqr1, wqr2, ..., wqrTqr } is encoded via an
LSTM-RNN (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber 1997),
hqrt = LSTMq(wqrt, h
qr
t−1) (1)
and, we take the last hidden state as a question representa-
tion: qr = h
qr
Tqr
, where Tqr is the length of the question at
round r.
History Features: History Hr is a history feature at round
r encoded from concatenation of a question and a ground
truth answer, such that
Whr = {wqr−11, .., wqr−1Tqr−1 , war−11, .., war−1Tar−1}
= {whr1, whr2, ..., whrThr }
(2)
where Tar−1 is the length of the answer of round r − 1, and
the length of history at round r is Thr = Tqr−1 +Tar−1 . The
history Hr is also encoded with an LSTM,
hhrt = LSTMh(whrt, h
hr
t−1) (3)
We also take the last hidden state as history representation at
round r: Hr = hhrThr . Note that the first history feature H1
comes from the image caption C.
3.2 Image-Only Model
We first build a model which only uses visual features to
answer questions. We employ a state-of-the-art ‘bottom-up
and top-down’ approach from Anderson et al. (2018), in
which we apply the attention mechanism over detected ob-
ject features. We also adopt the multi-modal factorized bi-
linear pooling (MFB) method (Yu et al. 2017b) to calculate
attention weights over the visual features with respect to a
question feature. From projected visual features and a ques-
tion feature, we obtain z ∈ Rk×dm by applying MFB:
V = Lineardv×d(Vrcnn) (4)
where Lineardv×d is a linear projection which projects
points from a dv-dimension space to a d-dimension space.
zr = MFB(V, q) =
m∑
i=1
((MiV
>) (Niqr · 1>k ))> (5)
where M , N ∈ Rdm×d×m are trainable parameters, d is the
dimension of projected visual features and a question fea-
ture, dm is dimension of the fused feature, and m is the
number of factors. 1k ∈ Rk is a vector whose elements
are all one. Following Yu et al. (2017b), we also apply the
power normalization and `2 normalization to obtain zˆr. Af-
ter applying linear projection, the softmax operation is ap-
plied to get a weight vector α: αr = softmax(Lzˆ>r ). We
then get a visual representation vector, vr by weighted sum-
ming the projected visual features: vr =
∑k
i=1 αriVi, where
L ∈ R1×dm is trainable parameter, and Vi is the i-th row
vector of visual feature matrix V . The visual representa-
tion vector and a question feature vector are combined with
element-wise product after linear projection. After one more
linear projection, we get the final feature, fqrvr which is fur-
ther used to rank answers.
fqrvr = fcf (fcv(vr) fcq(qr)) (6)
where fc∗ is an fully-connected layer.
H1 H2 H3 Hr... ...H0
drop drop
Figure 3: Round Dropout: history features are dropped ran-
domly. H0 is the image caption, Hr is the history feature at
round r. Dropout is not applied to the image caption feature.
Answer Selection For each round, there are 100 candidate
answers. The l-th answer at round r,
Arl = {wrl1, wrl2, ...wrlTarl} (7)
is encoded in the same way as question and history.
harlt = LSTMa(wrlt, h
arl
t−1) (8)
arl = h
arl
Tarl
(9)
where Tarl is the length of the l-th candidate answer. Scores
for each candidate answer are calculated by dot product be-
tween fused feature fqrvr and each candidate answer repre-
sentation, arl: srl = fqrvr · arl.
3.3 Image-History Joint Model
We calculate the similarity matrix, Sr ∈ Rk×r between vi-
sual and history features following Seo et al. (2017).
(Sr)ij = w
>
s [Vi;Hj ;Vi Hj ] (10)
where ws ∈ R3d is trainable parameter and Hj is the j-th
row vector of the history feature H1:r. From the similarity
matrix, the new fused history representation is:
V hr = softmax(S
>
r )V (11)
Hf1:r = [H1:r;V
h
r ;H1:r  V hr ] (12)
Similarly, the new fused visual representation is:
Hvr = softmax(Sr)H1:r (13)
V fr = [V ;H
v
r ;V Hvr ] (14)
These fused features are then fed to the MFB module and
attended over w.r.t. a question feature, respectively, follow-
ing the same process as a visual feature in the image-only
model. The weighted-summed features are combined with a
question feature through element-wise product and concate-
nated together to produce the integrated representation:
fqrvr = fcv(v
f
r ) fcq(qr) (15)
fqrhr = fch(h
f
r ) fcq(qr) (16)
fqrvrhr = fcf ([f
qr
vr ; f
qr
hr
]) (17)
where vfr and h
f
r are weighted-sum of fused features with
respect to a question feature. Figure 2 depicts the whole pro-
cess of the joint model in this section.
ImageHistory
Img-Only
 Model 
Question
lnstance
Dropout 
Joint Model
Figure 4: Consensus Dropout Fusion. Logits from both
image-only model and joint model are added to produce
combined one. Instance dropout is applied to the logit from
joint model to prevent strong coupling. The two models
share many portions of parameters and are trained together.
Round Dropout To prevent the model from over-relying
on history information, we propose a novel dropout ap-
proach in which some rounds of history features are dropped
out (Figure 3). To be specific, we randomly pick up to 3
rounds of history from entire history except image caption
feature and throw them away.
NrD =
{
max(0, Nrh − 2) if Nrh ≤ 5
3 otherwise (18)
where Nrh is number of history features at round r and N
r
D
is the number of history features to drop at round r.
3.4 Combining Image-Only & Image-History
Joint Models
Since each of our models has different abilities, we exploit
their complementary abilities together by combining them
in two ways. The first is our novel consensus dropout fusion
which integrates the two models in training time. The other
way is to build an ensemble model from the two models at
test time.
Consensus Dropout Fusion In order to integrate the
image-only model and the image-history joint model into
one model, we propose a novel integration method called
consensus dropout fusion. Our consensus dropout fusion
is the combination of a consensus method and an instance
dropout method (Figure 4).
Consensus We employ a consensus method in which log-
its from each model are added to produce the final logit fol-
lowing Wang et al. (2016)’s approach.
LIJ = LI + LJ (19)
where LI and LJ are the logit from image-only model and
image-hitory joint model, respectively, and LIJ is the new
logit obtained by adding the two logits.
Instance Dropout To allow the image-only model to have
a stronger effect producing more balanced results over all
metrics, we apply dropout to instances of the logit of the
joint model. To be specific, when we add two logits, we mul-
tiply LJ by Idrop,
LdropJ = Idrop  LJ (20)
Idrop = (1(N×R)  ξ) · 1>d (21)
ξi ∼ 1
1− pBernoulli(1− p) (22)
where 1(N×R) ∈ R(N×R) and 1d ∈ Rd are all-ones vectors
of (N ×R) and d dimension, respectively. N is the training
batch size and R is the length of rounds of the conversation
history. The dropout mask, ξ, is calculated following Srivas-
tava et al. (2014)’s work.
Ensemble We also integrate our 2 models via an ensem-
ble. We train each model separately and combine them at
test time. To be specific, we take logits from the pre-trained
models and select the answer with the highest sum of logits.
4 Experimental Setup
4.1 Dataset
We use the VisDial v1.0 (Das et al. 2017) dataset to train our
models, where one example has an image with its caption,
9 question-answer pairs, and follow-up questions and can-
didate answers for each round. At round r, the caption and
the previous question-answer pairs become conversational
context. The whole dataset is split into 123,287/2,000/8,000
images for train/validation/test, respectively. Unlike the im-
ages in the train and validation sets, the images in the test
set have only one follow-up question and candidate answers
and their corresponding conversational context.
4.2 Metrics
For evaluation, the Visual Dialog task employs four metrics.
NDCG is the primary metric of the Visual Dialog Challenge
which considers multiple similar answers as correct ones.
The other three are MRR, recall@k, and mean rank where
they only consider the rank of a single answer. Our exper-
iments show the scores of NDCG and non-NDCG metrics
from our image-only and joint models have a trade-off rela-
tionship due to their different ability (as shown in Sec.5.2) in
completing Visual Dialog tasks: the image-only model has
a high NDCG and low non-NDCG values while the joint
model has a low NDCG and high non-NDCG values.
4.3 Training Details
In our models, the size of word vectors is 300, the dimension
of visual feature is 2048, and hidden size of LSTM units
which are used for encoders of questions, context history,
and candidate answers is 512. We employ Adam (Kingma
and Ba 2015) as the optimizer. We set the initial learning rate
to 0.001 and decrease it by 0.0001 per epoch until 8th epoch
and decay by 0.5 from 9th epoch on. For round dropout, we
set the maximum number of history features to be dropped
Only Img. Need Hist.
% of Questions 81.0 % 19.0 %
Table 1: Human evaluation on questions of VisDial v1.0 val
set. Percentage of questions which can be answered only
from image or need help from conversation history is cal-
culated by the manual investigation.
to 3 and we tune the p value to 0.25 for our instance dropout
in the consensus dropout fusion module. Cross-entropy is
used to calculate the loss.
5 Analysis and Results
In this section, we first discuss how many questions are an-
swered only from image and how many of them need image
and history jointly to be answered by conducting a manual
investigation. We find that a large portion of questions in the
VisDial dataset can be answered by only using images. Next,
to verify the observation from the manual investigation, we
perform a follow-up experiment and find a trade-off rela-
tion between the amount of history features and the metric
scoring trend of models. We then analyze the answers from
two models (image-only and image-history joint model) and
show they are in complementary relation. Lastly, we show
each model can make up for the other by being combined in
consensus dropout fusion or in an ensemble model.
5.1 Human Evaluation: Is Image Alone Enough?
We conduct a human evaluation on image, history, and ques-
tion. To be specific, we randomly select 100 images (which
leads to 1000 questions) from the validation set for the eval-
uation and count the number of questions which can be an-
swered only with images and the number of questions which
need conversation context to be answered (ground-truth an-
swers are provided to check if the answers can be inferred
given corresponding questions and images instead of pro-
viding all the 100 candidate answers). Two annotators con-
duct the experiment independently and questions on which
both annotators mark as being able to be answered only
with images are classified as only-image questions other-
wise as need-history questions. The inter-annotation agree-
ment (kappa) is 0.74.2 As shown in Table 1, around 80%3
of the questions can be answered only from images. Con-
versely, this also implies that a model needs conversation
context to better perform the task. However, as discussed in
Sec.1, using only history is not enough either (only 1% of
the questions can be answered) and thus history should be
used jointly with images. Note that we consider a question
with a pronoun as answerable only with an image if the pro-
noun can be inferred (co-reference) from the corresponding
image (e.g., a question mentions ‘he’ and the image has only
one person who is a boy).
2Kappa of 0.74 is considered ‘substantial’ agreement:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cohens kappa
3We compute statistical significance via bootstrap test (Efron
and Tibshirani 1994) and find that in 99,975 of 100K trials (i.e., p
< 0.0005), the percentage of only-image questions is over 75%.
Models NDCG MRR R@1 R@5 R@10 Mean
FULL 57.81 64.47 50.87 81.38 90.03 4.10
H-5 58.24 64.29 50.61 81.35 90.22 4.10
H-1 59.29 62.86 49.07 79.76 89.08 4.35
Img-only 61.04 61.25 47.18 78.43 88.17 4.61
Table 2: Performance of models with the different amount
of history on validation dataset of VisDial v1.0 (Round
dropout is not applied to the joint model in these experi-
ments. FULL: full image-history joint model, H-k: image-
history joint model with k history, Img-only: image-only
model. For H-k models we include image caption feature
for a fair comparison with the full joint model).
Img-Only Model Joint Model Intersection Union
R@1 47.18 50.87 41.57 56.48
NDCG 61.04 58.97 55.65 64.36
Table 3: Intersection and Union of the answers from image-
only model and joint model which contribute to scoring for
R@1 and NDCG metrics.
5.2 Reduced Question-Answer Rounds
We next run our joint model with various lengths of history.
To be specific, we make our joint model use only k previ-
ous history features to answer a question. As shown in Table
2, there is a trade-off between the values of metrics and the
number of history features. As the number of history fea-
tures the joint model uses is increased, the score of NDCG
is decreased while other metrics are increased. On the other
hand, as the number of history features the joint model uses
is decreased the score of NDCG is increased while other
metrics are decreased. If we see the Visual Dialog primary
task metric of NDCG as a barometer of the model’s ability
to generalize and the other metrics can be seen as an indica-
tor of preciseness, this means that decreased size of history
gives a model the ability of generalization at the cost of pre-
ciseness. From this tendency, the image-only model has the
highest NDCG score.
5.3 Complementary Relation
If the image-only model is good at NDCG, can we exploit its
ability by combining it with the joint model? To figure out
this possibility, we compare each answer from the image-
only model and the joint model. To be specific, for R@1, we
list up the correct answers from each model and count an-
swers which are in both sets, i.e., the intersection. From the
intersection, we obtain the union of the two sets. For NDCG,
there is not one single correct answer. So we roughly calcu-
late the intersection by taking minimum values between the
two models’ scores and averaging them. As we can see in
Table 3, the intersections do not take the entire score of ei-
ther model for both metrics. This could mean image-only
and joint models have room to be improved by combining
them together.
Models NDCG MRR R@1 R@5 R@10 Mean
Img-Only 61.04 61.25 47.18 78.43 88.17 4.61
Joint 58.97 64.57 50.87 81.58 90.30 4.05
CDF 59.93 64.52 50.92 81.31 90.00 4.10
Ensemble 61.20 64.67 51.00 81.60 90.37 4.03
Table 4: Performance of the consensus dropout fusion model
and the ensemble model between our image-only model and
joint model on the validation dataset of VisDial v1.0 (Img-
Only: image-only model, Joint: image-history joint model,
CDF: consensus dropout fusion model).
5.4 Model Combination Results
Considering the complementary relation between image-
only model and joint model, combining the two models
would be a good approach to take the best from the both.
So, we integrate these two models via two methods: consen-
sus dropout fusion and ensemble (see Sec.3.4).
Consensus Dropout Fusion Results As shown in Table
4, consensus dropout fusion improves the score of NDCG
by around 1.0 from the score of the joint model while still
yielding comparable scores for other metrics. Unlike ensem-
ble way, consensus dropout fusion does not require much
increase in the number of model parameters.
Ensemble Model Results As also shown in Table 4, the
ensemble model seems to take the best results from each
model. Specifically, the NDCG score of the ensemble model
is comparable to that of the image-only model and the scores
of other metrics are comparable to those of the image-history
joint model. From this experiment, we can confirm that the
two models are in complementary relation.
5.5 Final Visual Dialog Test Results
For the evaluation on the test-standard dataset of VisDial
v1.0, we try 6 image-only model ensemble and 6 consen-
sus dropout fusion model ensemble. As shown in Table 5,
our two models show competitive results compared to the
state-of-the-art on the Visual Dialog challenge 2018 (DL-61
was the winner of the Visual Dialog challenge 2018). Specif-
ically, our image-only model shows much higher NDCG
score (60.16). On the other hand, our consensus dropout
fusion model shows more balanced results over all met-
rics while still outperforming on most evaluation metrics
(NDCG, MRR, R@1, and R@5). Compared to results of the
Visual Dialog challenge 2019, our models also show strong
results. Although ReDAN+ (Gan et al. 2019) and MReaL–
BDAI show higher NDCG scores, our consensus dropout fu-
sion model shows more balanced results over metrics while
still having a competitive NDCG score compared to DAN
(Kang, Lim, and Zhang 2019), with rank 3 based on NDCG
metric and high balance rank based on metric average.4
Ensemble on More Models We also run an ensemble
model from our image-only, joint, and consensus dropout
4We are model name ‘square’ on https://evalai.cloudcv.org/
web/challenges/challenge-page/161/leaderboard/483
Models NDCG MRR R@1 R@5 R@10 Mean
LF (Das et al. 2017) 45.31 55.42 40.95 72.45 82.83 5.95
HRE (Das et al. 2017) 45.46 54.16 39.93 70.45 81.50 6.41
MN (Das et al. 2017) 47.50 55.49 40.98 72.30 83.30 5.92
MN-att (Das et al. 2017) 49.58 56.90 42.43 74.00 84.35 5.59
LF-att (Das et al. 2017) 49.76 57.07 42.08 74.83 85.05 5.41
CorefNMN (Kottur et al. 2018) 54.7 61.5 47.55 78.10 88.80 4.40
Visual Dialog challenge 2018
RvA (Niu et al. 2018) 55.59 63.03 49.03 80.40 89.83 4.18
USTC-YTH (Yang, Zha, and Zhang 2019) 57.17 64.22 50.88 80.63 89.45 4.20
DL-61 (single) (Guo, Xu, and Tao 2019) 57.32 62.20 47.90 80.43 89.95 4.17
DL-61 (ensemble) (Guo, Xu, and Tao 2019) 57.88 63.42 49.30 80.77 90.68 3.97
Visual Dialog challenge 2019
DAN (single) (Kang, Lim, and Zhang 2019) 57.59 63.20 49.63 79.75 89.35 4.30
DAN (ensemble) (Kang, Lim, and Zhang 2019) 59.36 64.92 51.28 81.60 90.88 3.92
ReDAN+ (ensemble) (Gan et al. 2019) 64.47 53.73 42.45 64.68 75.68 6.63
MReaL–BDAI (not published) 74.02 52.62 40.03 65.85 79.15 6.76
Our Image-Only (ensemble) 60.16 61.26 47.15 78.73 88.48 4.46
Our Consensus Dropout Fusion (ensemble) 59.49 64.40 50.90 81.18 90.40 3.99
Table 5: Performance comparison between our models and other models on the test-standard dataset of VisDial v1.0. We run
two ensemble models each from 6 image-only models and 6 consensus dropout fusion models.
Models NDCG MRR R@1 R@5 R@10 Mean
CA 57.81 64.47 50.87 81.38 90.03 4.10
CA + RD 58.97 64.57 50.87 81.58 90.30 4.05
Table 6: The effect of round dropout: applying round
dropout improves model’s performance on NDCG by
around 1.2 while also improving other metrics. (CA: cross-
attention model (base model), RD: round dropout).
fusion models (6 of each and total 18 models) and evalu-
ate it on the test-standard dataset of the VisDial v1.0. This
model’s scores (NDCG: 59.90, MRR: 64.05, R@1: 50.28,
R@5: 80.95, R@10: 90.60, Mean: 4.00) are in between our
image-only ensemble model and our consensus dropout fu-
sion ensemble model, i.e., this ensemble model has a higher
NDCG than the consensus dropout fusion ensemble model
and higher non-NDCG scores than the image-only ensem-
ble model. This result shows that our image-only, joint, and
consensus dropout fusion models make up for each other by
being combined in an ensemble model as we expected.
6 Ablation Study
Round Dropout: As shown in Table 6, our round dropout
(see Sec.3.3) improves the NDCG score by 1.2. A possi-
ble interpretation is that round dropout could help the model
avoid from over-fitting to some patterns in the history fea-
tures by intentionally dropping some of the features in the
training session.
Consensus Dropout Fusion and Dropout Rate: We run
our consensus dropout fusion model (see Sec.3.4) with dif-
ferent instance dropout rates to figure out how the dropout
rates affect the performance of the model. As shown in Ta-
ble.7, as the dropout rate increases the NDCG score is also
increased while scores of non-NDCG metrics are decreased.
By changing the dropout rate, we can modulate the influence
of each model (image-only and joint models) over the com-
bined model. We choose a value of 0.25 for the dropout rate
Models NDCG MRR R@1 R@5 R@10 Mean
CDF (p=0.00) 59.40 64.61 51.01 81.73 90.30 4.06
CDF (p=0.15) 59.49 64.64 50.94 81.63 90.07 4.07
CDF (p=0.25) 59.93 64.52 50.92 81.31 90.00 4.10
CDF (p=0.35) 60.11 64.21 50.56 81.20 89.84 4.15
Table 7: Consensus dropout fusion and different dropout
rates. With different dropout rates, consensus dropout fusion
model yields different scores of all metrics. (CDF: consen-
sus dropout fusion model).
Models NDCG MRR R@1 R@5 R@10 Mean
Img+Img 61.97 62.24 48.20 79.49 88.83 4.41
Joint+Joint 59.84 65.60 52.06 82.46 90.87 3.88
Img+Joint 61.50 65.04 51.38 81.93 90.45 3.96
Table 8: Performance of ensemble models with different
combinations. Img+Img model (3 Img models) has highest
value of NDCG while Joint+Joint (3 Joint models) model
highest values for other metrics. Img+Joint model (3 Img +
3 Joint models) has more balanced results (Img: image-only
model, Joint: image-history joint model).
since it yields more balanced scores over all metrics.
Ensemble Combination: We try different combinations
from image-only and joint models to build ensemble models.
The total number of models amounts to 3, i.e., image-only +
image-only (I+I), joint + joint (J+J), and image-only + joint
(I+J) ensemble models. As shown in Table 8, scores of the
I+J ensemble model are comparable to same-kind ensemble
models (I+I and J+J). To be specific, for the NDCG metric,
the I+J model outperforms the J+J model, while, for other
metrics (MRR, recall@k, and mean rank), the I+J model
outperforms the I+I model. This might imply that the bal-
anced scores (i.e., high scores over all metrics) of the I+J
model are from the complementary relation between image-
only and image-history joint model.
Output Examples: Due to space constraints and no sup-
plementary allowed in AAAI rules, we provide detailed ex-
amples in this arxiv version’s appendix, showing the coref-
erence and memorization phenomena of the joint image-
history model as well as the image-only model’s example
outputs on image-only questions. Examples of only-image
questions, and the ranking lists of the image-history joint
and image-only models are also provided.
7 Conclusion
We first showed that current multimodal models on the Vi-
sual Dialog task over-rely on the dialogue history, and re-
latedly, image-only and image-history joint models achieve
complementary performance gains. Hence, to balance the
best abilities from each model, we proposed two ways of
combining them: consensus dropout fusion and ensemble.
Our consensus dropout fusion and ensemble model achieve
strong ranks on multiple leaderboards. Specifically, the mod-
els show higher scores than the state-of-the-art results of
the Visual Dialog challenge 2018 and more balanced scores
than highest ranked results of the Visual Dialog challenge
2019. Given the characteristics of the dataset and current
model behaviors, a potential future direction is to combine
the power of the two models dynamically, e.g., learn to se-
lect a proper model based on the question type.
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Appendices
A Example Analysis
Coreference In the left example of Fig. 5, the question
is “What color is it?”. To answer this question, the model
needs to know the meaning of ‘it’. The model attends to
the last QA pair “Is it a big store? – No more like a con-
venience store.” to figure out that ‘it’ means ’convenience
store’, and gives the answer “The building has a red awning
and stone front”. Note that attention scores for captions are
always high since they have more general information than
others.
Memorization In the middle example of Fig. 5, the ques-
tion is “Do they have spectators?”. The model attends to the
first QA pair “Do you see any other people? – Yes, other
3 persons.” to give the answer “No, only 3 persons playing
and 1 watching”. However, the phrase ‘3 persons’ from each
sentence (the answer of first QA pair and the model’s answer
to the current question) have different meanings, and it could
be seen as that the model might memorize a keyword/phrase
in the history to answer questions.
Image-Only Model on Only-Image Question In the two
examples in the right column of Fig. 5, the question is an
only-image question and the image-only model can answer
these correctly.
B Only-Image Question Examples
Figure 6 shows examples of questions that only require im-
ages to be answered. A large number of questions can be
answered without looking at history information.
C Ranking Lists
As shown in Fig. 7, the exact answer is the same rank in
the joint and the image-only models’ ranking lists, but the
image-only model has a larger number of relevant answers
in its list.
Cap: female tennis players stand on a tennis 
        court
Q1: do you see any other people
A1: yes, other 3 persons
Q2: what color is her hair
A2: not visible, covered by a hat
...
Q7: do they all have tennis racquets
A7: yes
Q8: is it day or night
A8: it is day
Q: do they have spectators
A: no, only 3 persons playing and 
    1 watching  
Cap: the blue utility truck is parked in front of 
        the gas station
Q1: what kind of truck is it
A1: concrete truck
Q2: is it a dark blue
A2: kind of like a sky blue
...
Q6: is there a store with the gas station
A6: yes
Q7: is it a big store
A7: no more like a convenience store
Q: what color is it
A: the building has a red awning and stone 
    front   
Cap: an orange cat with piercing yellow eyes 
        laying on a white towel
Q1: s the picture in color
A1: yes
Q2: is there just 1 animal
A2: yes
...
Q8: what color is the box
A8: black
Q9: is there anything in the box
A9: the cat, toy banana, tissue paper
Q: what else do you see
A: green, white, black, and some orange
Q: can you see the color of the phone
A: yes, white   
Q: what is the shape of the pizza
A: 2 triangle slices   
(mentions about 2 females in the history)
Q: do you see other people on the beach
A: 2 people   
Figure 5: Coreference and memorization examples of the image-history joint model (a darker blue square indicates a higher
score and a lighter blue square indicates a lower score): the left example shows that the model attends to the last QA pair
to resolve the coreference (i.e., ‘it’ to ‘convenience store’), and the middle example shows that the model might memorize
keywords/phrases to answer questions (‘3 persons’). Note that attention scores for captions are always high since they have
more general information than others. On the right, we show two examples for answer prediction of the image-only model.
Cap: a double decker bus sits next to 
        a brick wall
Q1: are there any people
A1: no
Q2: is it daytime
A2: yes it is
Q3: can you see the sky
A3: yes i can
Q4: is the sun up
A4: is it pretty cloudy
Q5: are there any buildings
A5: in the background i see 1
Q6: are there any birds in the sky
A6: 0 i see
Q7: is there a fence
A7: no i just see a wall in the 
      background
Q8: can you see any trees
A8: i see 1
Q9: what color is the wall
A9: concrete color
Q10: is the trees tall
A10: a little taller than the building
Cap: rows of wooden chairs and 
        benches in a classroom
Q1: is this inside or outside
A1: inside
Q2: do you see people
A2: no
Q3: is this a school
A3: yes
Q4: do you see a chalkboard
A4: no
Q5: do you see a teachers desk
A5: no
Q6: how many chairs are there
A6: i see 8
Q7: are they all wooden
A7: yes
Q8: do you see a closet
A8: no
Q9: is the light on
A9: yes
Q10: do you see benches
A10: yes, the chairs are like benches
Cap: chocolate cake with fresh
strawberries and small nuts
Q1: is it on a table
A1: i think it
Q2: is there any silverware
A2: no
Q3: can you see a tablecloth
A3: no
Q4: is it a bright picture
A4: yes
Q5: can you see a window
A5: no
Q6: are there any people
A6: no, close up picture
Q7: is it inside
A7: i think so
Q8: has the cake been cut
A8: it is a slice on a plate
Q9: what kind of nuts
A9: i can't tell but it looks delicious
Q10: what color is the plate
A10: white
Cap: a group of giraffes is standing
in a savannaha
Q1: how many giraffes are there
A1: 3
Q2: are they all adults.
A2: yes.
Q3: do you see grass
A3: yes
Q4: are there any trees
A4: yes
Q5: is it sunny
A5: yes
Q6: do the trees have any leaves
on them
A6: yes
Q7: are there any other animals
visible
A7: no
Q8: are the giraffes heads up
A8: yes
Q9: is the sky clear
A9: yes
Q10: does it look dry
A10: yes
Figure 6: Examples of only-image questions in blue+italics which only need an image to be answered.
Cap: several young people appear to be playing video games
Q1: how many young people are there
A1: i see 4 people
Q2: what are they wearing
A2: they are wearing winter clothes    
Image-History Joint Model
1. unable to tell it's too close up to the cat - 0.0
2. brown - 0.0
3. shorts and a polo - 0.0
4. pants and hoodie - 0.4
5. they are wearing winter clothes - 0.4
6. a bed, a couple night stands, a picture on the walls - 0.0
7. wallpaper - 0.0
8. shirts and pants shorts - 0.0
9. i can't tell, something in a bottle - 0.0
10. full grown but not old - 0.0
Image-Only Model
1. full grown but not old - 0.0
2. green shorts and black and grey shirt - 0.0
3. they are drinking wine no food in sight - 0.0
4. wallpaper - 0.0
5. they are wearing winter clothes - 0.4
6. pants and hoodie - 0.4
7. flannel shirt and jeans - 0.2
8. shirts and pants shorts - 0.0
9. 1 player is wearing white shoes and the other 2 players are 
    wearing black and white shoes - 0.0
10. winter clothes - 0.2
Figure 7: An example of the ranking list of the image-history joint and image-only model (the numbers next to the answers are
the scores which indicate the relevance of the corresponding answers to the question).
